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This research shows that worst-case methane-air detonation loading on coal mine
seals could be more severe than the design loads required by federal regulations, and
therefore mine seals should be designed with sufficient ductility beyond the elastic
regime. For this study, reinforced concrete mine seals were designed according to
traditional protective structural design methods to meet the federal regulation
requirements, and then the response to worst-case loads was analyzed in a single-degreeof-freedom model. Coal mine seals designed to resist the regulation loads elastically
experienced support rotations up to 4.27 deg when analyzed with the worst-case loads.
The analysis showed that coal mine seals designed to satisfy the federal regulations can
survive worst-case methane-air detonations if they have sufficient ductility, but will
undergo permanent, inelastic deformation.
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INTRODUCTION
Seals are permanent barriers built in underground coal mines to separate
abandoned mine workings from active mine workings. Seals are built to resist blast
pressures from methane detonations that can occur as a result of coal maturation. In 2006,
two gas explosion disasters within sealed areas resulted in seal failure and the deaths of
17 coal miners [1, 2]. Prior to 2006, seals were required to withstand an explosion
pressure of 140 kPa (20 psi). Under new mine seal regulations [3], engineers must design
seals to withstand one of several prescribed pressure-time curves, depending on
conditions and practices at the coal mine, and mine management must certify seal
construction is according to the design.
The Final Rule on sealing of abandoned areas [3] specifies four design pressuretime curves for different applications in underground coal mines, as shown in Figure 1.1.
The 120-psi pressure-time curve for mainline seals has become the most widely applied
curve under the new regulations because it applies when the sealed area is not monitored
and not maintained inert. The Final Rule also has an “elasticity of design” requirement
that imposes a significant structural restriction on seal design. In addition to explanations
in the Final Rule itself, the Mine Safety and Health Association (MSHA) has also issued
“Compliance Guide Questions and Answers” [4] and “Guidelines for the Seal Design
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Application” [5] that discuss relevant information for seal design such as minimum strata
strength requirements and seal foundation considerations.

Figure 1.1

Design pressure-time curves in the Final Rule [3]. 345 kPa (50 psi) gob
isolation seal curve (top left), 827 kPa (120 psi) gob isolation seal curve
(top right), 345 kPa (50 psi) mainline seal curve (bottom left), and 827 kPa
(120 psi) mainline seal curve (bottom right).

There are three simple overarching concepts that designers of coal mine seals
should consider, based on the experience of the protective structure design community.
First, seal design involves both the design of the seal structure itself, and the foundation
needed to support or restrain the seal structure. Second, if a seal is loaded beyond its
design capacity, it should fail gradually in a ductile failure mode and not catastrophically
2

through a brittle failure mode. Third, seal designs should use materials with known, wellunderstood, and controllable material properties that perform well under blast loads.
A general design philosophy of protective structures is that connections and
anchors should be the last structural element to fail in order to achieve maximum
ductility. Coal mine seal foundations must provide sufficient anchorage capacity to resist
reaction forces developed from the design pressure-time curve. The preferred method to
anchor a seal is with rock bolt anchors because their anchorage capacity is reliable and
well understood. However, designing the rock bolts and analyzing their dynamic
response is challenging.
The 827 kPa (120 psi) pressure-time curve in the Final Rule [3] was intentionally
created to produce a dynamic load factor (DLF) of 2, require designs to respond
elastically, and require consideration of rebound, however, it is not the worst-case
detonation pressure-time history that a coal mine seal could experience. The regulation
considers the possibility of explosion pressure greater than 827 kPa (120 psi) provided
certain conditions, such as the possibility of homogenous methane-air mixtures, pressure
piling, or detonation, exist that may lead to the development of higher explosion
pressures within a sealed area; however, the exact pressure greater than 827 kPa (120 psi)
is not defined. This paper explores the response of coal mine seals designed to meet the
827 kPa (120 psi) design pressure-time curve while remaining linear elastic when they
are subjected to worst-case pressure-time curves resulting from methane-air detonation.
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PROTECTIVE STRUCTURAL DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
Protective structural design involves the conception and planning of buildings and
facilities to increase the probability of survival of people or valuable equipment from a
threat such as an explosion. Military examples of protective structures requiring design
include a bunker to protect personnel from a specific explosion threat and assure their
survival, or a structure to contain an explosion within a part of an explosives’ storage
facility and prevent propagation of the explosion to other parts of the facility.
Prior to the mid-20th century, the design of facilities to resist explosions was
empirical, based upon studies of past catastrophic events. Beginning in the 1960s,
military engineers developed quantitative procedures for protective structural design that
are described in several design manuals. The tri-service manual, TM 5-1300, “Structures
to Resist the Effects of Accidental Explosions,” [6] was the most widely used manual in
the military and civilian sectors for design of explosion resistant structures. This manual,
last updated in 1990, is available to the public. TM 5-1300 has been superseded by a new
manual, UFC 3-340-02 [7], also called, “Structures to Resist the Effects of Accidental
Explosions” that is part of the Unified Facilities Criteria. This manual, published in 2008,
is also available to the public.
An important concept in protective structural design is the notion of ductile failure
as opposed to catastrophic failure. In extreme loading scenarios, such as blast, structures
4

are expected to go beyond the elastic state. If a structure is subjected to a load beyond its
design load, it should not fail catastrophically. Rather, the structure should fail in a
ductile mode and maintain a load resisting capacity. Beyond the elastic limit of the
structure, plastic deformation should occur gradually, not suddenly.
The Final Rule [3] requires that a seal design remain elastic when subject to the
design pressure-time curve. Because of this requirement, coal mine seals are designed to
provide a “high level of protection” [7] in response to the design loading. However, if a
seal that meets the regulation requirements has brittle failure modes and is loaded beyond
the design load, it could fail catastrophically, potentially leading to loss of life. In
accordance with protective structural design philosophy, seals should be designed to fail
with ductile modes. Properly designed seals that adhere to protective design concepts
could continue to provide protection if they were subjected to loading in excess of the
design pressure-time curves shown in Figure 1.1.
Three methods can be used to design and analyze coal mine seals. The simplest
method is the equivalent static method, in which the given dynamic design problem is
transformed into an equivalent static design problem through the use of a DLF. This
factor converts the dynamic load into an equivalent static load for subsequent analysis
and design. For realistic dynamic blast pressures, designing with a DLF will not provide
an exact solution because assumptions must be made to simplify the realistic pressuretime history in order to obtain a DLF. An iterative design process is usually required to
refine the DLF in order to obtain a more accurate solution. Due to its rectangular profile
and long duration, the 827 kPa design load presented in the Final Rule [3] will always
produce a DLF of 2, making design using a static equivalent method exact for this design
5

load. Figure 2.1 shows that when the ratio of load duration (T) to natural period of the
structure (Tn) is large, the DLF is 2.

Figure 2.1

Dynamic load factor for elastic, one degree of freedom system for
rectangular load (after [7]).

When using the equivalent static design method, the design strengths of the
materials used in the structure are scaled by Dynamic Increase Factors (DIF) that account
for the increase in strength that most materials exhibit when subject to a dynamic load.
The equivalent static structural design method is an approximate method that is similar to
traditional structural design, and is widely used because it can be easily done by most
structural engineers. UFC 3-340-02 [7] provides guidance and examples for this design
method.
6

A widely applied method for dynamic structural analysis is numerical solution of
the equation of motion for a Single-Degree-Of-Freedom (SDOF) system. The Wall
Analysis Code (WAC) [8] is a well-known and widely-accepted example of a fastrunning software program used to analyze dynamic problems with SDOF models. SDOF
analysis also utilizes a number of simplifying assumptions, but is very accurate for well
understood construction methods such as reinforced concrete slabs. It is easy to create
SDOF models for reinforced concrete slabs using yield-line theory as described in
UFC 3-340-02 [7], making SDOF modeling an efficient way to model the dynamic
response of reinforced concrete slabs to blast loads.
Numerical methods such as the finite element method are the third method for
coal mine seal analysis. When used to conduct a fully-dynamic analysis of a structure
subjected to a dynamic load, these methods compute the stresses in the structure directly
for subsequent design consideration. Although they can be very accurate, a drawback of
creating finite element models is that it requires a high level of expertise and can be
relatively expensive compared to equivalent static design or SDOF analysis.
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MINE SEAL DESIGN
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Engineer Research and
Development Center (ERDC) recently completed a report on coal mine seal design [9]
that applied protective structural design principles to coal mine seal design. The USACE
report presents a three-step design procedure for seal design. Following that design
procedure, reinforced concrete seals were developed and presented that can resist the
827 kPa (120 psi) design pressure-time curve and remain linear elastic for a select range
of opening sizes.
The design procedure involves (1) design inputs where the design pressure-time
curve, material properties, and seal geometry are specified, (2) foundation design where
shear forces around the seal perimeter and the required seal anchorage are determined,
and (3) seal structure design where the seal thickness and internal seal reinforcement are
determined. The design procedure is based on practices specified in the Unified Facilities
Criteria [7].
A large number of reinforced concrete seal designs were completed for typical
coal mine entry sizes using this three-step design procedure for the 827 kPa (120 psi)
pressure-time curve with instantaneous rise-time shown in Figure 1.1. Parameters used in
the designs were concrete with compressive strength of 35 MPa (5,000 psi) and
Grade 420 (US Grade 60) steel reinforcement, 15.25 cm (6 in.) on center, on both faces,
8

and in both directions, vertically and horizontally. The seal structure is anchored to the
surrounding rock with No. 29 (US No. 9), Grade 420 (US Grade 60) rebar rock bolt
anchors that are 30.5 cm (12 in.) on center. Figure 3.1 shows a rendering of the reinforced
concrete mine seal with the concrete partially cut-away to show the reinforcing steel.
Rock bolts around the perimeter of the seal anchor it to the tunnel perimeter.

Figure 3.1

Rendering of the concept for a reinforced concrete mine seal with rock bolt
anchors.

The designs were developed using the equivalent static method of analysis, in
which the dynamic problem is transformed into an equivalent static problem using a
Dynamic Load Factor (DLF) of 2.0 that applies to pressure-time curves with
9

instantaneous rise time. The designs also utilize a load factor of 1.2 to provide for
additional safety. UFC 3-340-02 (2008), Section 1.7, states that in a protective structural
design where an explosive weight and a standoff is provided to determine the blast load,
the charge weight should be multiplied by a factor of 1.2 as a safety factor. The design
load in this case was given directly; however multiplying by 1.2 will provide
conservatism in the design.
For the designs examined in the USACE report [9], the seal foundation design
always controlled the required seal thickness. The required number of rock bolt anchors
governed the required minimum seal thickness because the rows of rock bolts are spaced
30.5 cm (12 in.) apart to reduce influence from adjacent bolts. This large spacing greatly
increased the seal thickness for each additional row that was needed. Therefore, the seal
thickness was set by the foundation requirements and the reinforcement diameter was
adjusted to provide the required flexural capacity.
Yield-line theory was used to design the slabs and determine the parameters used
in the SDOF analysis of mine seal response to worst-case methane-air detonation loads.
Yield-line theory determines the ultimate resistance of a reinforced concrete slab by
finding the moment resistance at the points of interest in predetermined locations where
yielding is assumed to occur based on the shape of the slabs. For the seals in this study
the shapes were simple rectangles, so yield line locations were easy to determine. The
yield lines and point of interest for a rectangular slab with simple supports is shown in
Figure 3.2. The elastic deflection limit is calculated as the displacement at which the
ultimate resistance occurs. The resultant resistance function for a simply supported slab is
bilinear, as shown in Figure 3.3, because there is only one point of interest at which
10

yielding must occur. The USACE report [9] provides an in-depth description of how the
seals analyzed in this study were designed.

Figure 3.2

Simply supported, rectangular slab with yield lines shown. The point of
interest used to determine ultimate resistance is labeled as “POI”.

Figure 3.3

Bilinear resistance function for a simply supported reinforced concrete
slab. Ultimate resistance (ru) and the corresponding elastic displacement
limit (XE) are labeled.
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Design and elastic limit parameters for the seal designs are summarized in Table
3.2 and their responses to the worst-case normally-reflected pressure-time curve are
summarized in Table 6.2. The elastic deflection limit is the calculated maximum
displacement before the structure deforms permanently. When these seal designs are
subjected to the 827 kPa (120 psi) instantaneous-rise-time pressure-time curve, their
calculated displacement will not exceed this limit.

Table 3.2

Design and elastic limit parameters of selected reinforced concrete seals
that satisfy regulation requirements.

Opening Size,
m (ft)

Seal
Thickness,
cm (in.)

Rebar
Diameter,
Metric (US)

1.2×4.9 (4×16)

71 (28)

No. 16 (No. 5)

1.8×6.1 (6×20)

71 (28)

No. 22 (No. 7)

2.1×6.1 (7×20)

102 (40)

No. 22 (No. 7)

3.0×6.1 (10×20) 132 (52)

No. 22 (No. 7)

3.7×6.1 (12×20) 132 (52)

No. 25 (No. 8)

Elastic
Deflection
Limit, mm
(in.)
0.152
(0.006)
0.457
(0.018)
0.330
(0.013)
0.508
(0.020)
0.940
(0.037)

Elastic
Support
Ultimate
Rotation Resistance,
Limit,
MPa (psi)
deg
0.013

3.86 (560)

0.028

2.41 (350)

0.017

2.74 (398)

0.019

2.30 (333)

0.029

2.02 (293)

Support rotation is defined as the inverse tangent of centerline displacement
divided by the seal half-height. The elastic support rotation in Table 3.2 is calculated
from the elastic deflection limit. In all cases, the elastic support rotation is less than
0.03 deg. The elastic deflection limit occurs at small deflections and support rotations for
these designs because the seal structures are very stiff due to their large thickness. The
12

ultimate resistance in Table 3.2 is the calculated maximum static pressure on the seal at
the elastic deflection limit. Beyond this pressure, these seal designs will undergo
permanent or inelastic deformation. When developing these seal designs, the equivalent
static load for the 827 kPa (120 psi) instantaneous-rise-time pressure-time curve is
1,650 kPa (240 psi), because of a DLF of 2, to which a safety factor of 1.2 was applied,
resulting in an equivalent static pressure for design of 2,000 kPa (288 psi). Therefore, the
ultimate resistance for these designs is always greater than 2,000 kPa (288 psi), as shown.
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SEAL FOUNDATION DESIGN
Seal Foundation Design
In protective structural design, anchoring the structural system is considered
important in order to avoid a brittle failure, allow the structural system to absorb the
explosion energy in a ductile mode up to its full capacity, and to prevent the structural
system from becoming a secondary debris hazard. For a coal mine seal design to provide
adequate protection, both the seal structure and its foundation must resist the design
pressure-time curves in the seal regulations. The design explosion load applied to the face
of a seal must be transferred through the seal structure and into the surrounding coal ribs,
roof, and floor rock. Two possible methods to anchor a seal to the surrounding rock are
hitches and rock bolt anchors.
A hitch is an excavation into the coal ribs, floor rock, and the roof rock that
creates a bearing surface around the seal perimeter to anchor the seal. The bearing
capacity of a hitch into rock can be analyzed following methods presented in EM 1110-12908, “Engineering and Design – Rock Foundations” developed by the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers [10]. A conservative estimate for the bearing capacity of rock is its
unconfined compressive strength.
Hitches have appeal as a practical, economical method to anchor coal mine seals;
however, they have engineering drawbacks as seal foundations. The design anchorage
14

capacity for a hitch depends on correct assessment of the strength of the rock and coal
comprising the hitch. This strength is likely to be site specific, highly variable, and
difficult to measure directly.
Rock bolt anchors are the recommended method for anchoring a coal mine seal to
the surrounding rock. The steel rock bolt anchors provide engineered shear resistance at
the interface. Unlike hitches, the anchorage capacity of rock bolt anchors are wellunderstood, and a seal foundation using rock bolt anchors can be engineered and tested
for adequacy. Rock bolts are frequently tested to capacity in-situ in order to confirm full
capacity of the rock bolt is being reached by failing in the bolt, not in the rock substrate.
Similar in-situ testing can confirm that the rock bolts will provide the desired strength for
a seal foundation, eliminating the uncertainty in other types of seal foundations, such as
hitches, that rely on the strength and condition of the surrounding coal and rock.
Rock Bolt Strength for Design and Analysis
In designing rock bolt anchors, the shear strength of the steel was taken as
60 percent of the tensile yield strength, as prescribed in Section 11 of ACI 318-11 [11],
for deformed bars crossing shear planes where the surfaces have not been specifically
prepared for bonding to concrete. The required number of foundation rock bolts used to
design the seals in Table 3.2 was determined using this equation and the static equivalent
load process described in Chapter II.
However, analysis of the dynamic response of rock bolts to explosive loading is
challenging. To determine dynamic response in an SDOF model, a shear resistance
versus deflection curve for the rock bolt anchors is required. An empirical shear load-slip
15

relationship by Hawkins [12] for shear-studs in concrete was used to approximate the
rock bolt anchor’s resistance-deflection curve.
f′

q = 2.86 ∙ K ∙ fs′ ∙ √ c ∙ log(240 ∙ S + 1) x 10−3
d

(4.1)

where
q = shear stress (psi)
K = 1.0 for dense aggregate, 0.85 for lightweight aggregate
fs’ = ultimate tensile strength of steel (psi)
fc’ = compressive strength of concrete (psi)
d = steel diameter (in.)
S = slip (in.)
Knowing the cross sectional area of the rock bolts, the dimensions of the entry,
and the number of rock bolt anchors, the load-slip relationship can be expressed in terms
of a pressure that is resisted by the rock bolt anchors.

p=

q∙Ab ∙NRB
H∙L

where
p = total pressure resisted by rock bolts (psi)
Ab = rock bolt anchor cross sectional area (in.2)
NRB = number of rock bolts anchoring mine seal
H = entry height (in.)
L = entry width (in.)

16

(4.2)

Substituting Equation 1 into Equation 2 gives a shear resistance versus deflection
curve suitable for an SDOF analysis.

p = 2.86

Ab ∙K∙f′s ∙NRB
H∙L

f′

∙ √ c ∙ log(240 ∙ S + 1) x 10−3
d

(4.3)

Hawkins [12] recommends the use of 3.8 mm (0.15 in.) as the ultimate slip
criterion, which is conservative because the average ultimate slip in Hawkins’ data was
4.04 mm (0.159 in.). To plot the resistance versus deflection function (Equation 3), the
slip, S, was varied incrementally in fifteen steps of 0.25 mm (0.01 in.) each, up to the
ultimate slip of 3.8 mm (0.15 in.).
The resistance function for a single bolt is shown in Figure 4.1.When compared to
experimental data for rock bolts crossing shear planes in stone and concrete [13, 14], the
resistance function generated using the equation by Hawkins [12] does not match. The
experimental data indicates the rock bolts yield under much smaller loading than the
Hawkins equation suggests and that the total displacement at failure was much larger
than the 3.8 mm (0.15 in.) recommended by Hawkins. The differences are likely due to
the boundary conditions and failure modes for Hawkins’ shear-stud experiments versus
experimental data for rock-bolt shear. Experiments by Spang and Egger [15] showed that
the concrete around the bolt at the shear plane begins to crush, allowing the bolt to form
two plastic hinges, one on either side of the joint. The formation of the plastic hinge is the
limit for the transition from elastic to plastic behavior. After the two plastic hinges have
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formed, the bolts fail in either tension or a combined stress state of tension and shear at
the center of the shear plane, between the two plastic hinges.

Figure 4.1

Comparison of the Hawkins equation to experimental rock bolt data [14,
15].

The Hawkins equation was modified slightly to match data from Jalalifar [14] in
order to conduct an SDOF analysis of the response to worst-case pressure-time histories.
Further research is required to determine the accuracy of this modified Hawkins equation
and restrictions for its use. To modify the equation, the compressive strength of the
concrete was divided by four and the slip was divided by two. The equation becomes:

p = 2.86

Ab ∙K∙f′s ∙NRB
H∙L

f′c

∙√

4∙d

S

∙ log (240 ∙ + 1) x 10−3

18

2

(4.4)

In Figure 4.2 resistance functions for single bolts generated using the modified
Hawkins equation were compared to experimental data from Jalalifar [14]. The equation
matched the data well, and the material parameters from the experimental data were
similar to those used in the worst-case load analysis. The deflection limit where failure
occurred is dependent upon the hardness of the substrate surrounding the rock bolt. In
softer substrates the shear joints slip farther before ultimate failure of the bolt. For this
analysis failure was assumed to occur at a slip of 51 mm (2 in.) because that is
approximately when failure occurred for the 40 MPa (5800 psi) data from Jalalifar [14]
(Figure 4.2), which is most similar to the material parameters used in the worst-case-load
mine seal analysis.

Figure 4.2

Modified Hawkins equation compared to data from Jalalifar [14] for
concrete strengths of 40 MPa (left) and 20 MPa (right).
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WORST-CASE METHANE-AIR DETONATION LOADS
The 827 kPa (120 psi) mainline-seal pressure-time curve in the Final Rule [3] is a
simplified rectangular curve with a peak pressure of 827 kPa (120 psi); however, many
sources have shown theoretically, computationally, and experimentally that methane-air
detonation pressure can be much higher, especially near the beginning of the pressuretime history [16, 17, 18, 19, 20].
Experimental detonation pressures normally reflected against a rigid seal within
an idealized mine tunnel would be the most accurate representation of the worst-case
loads a coal mine seal must resist. However, those waveforms have not been captured to
date. Instead, computational models can be used to determine the peak pressure and
duration of a worst-case methane-air detonation against a coal mine seal. This calculation
used the SAGE code [21], which is a hydrodynamics program used to simulate gas
explosion phenomena. Discussions in the USACE report [9] provide additional details on
the reliability of these calculations. Although there is no experimental data to validate the
normally-reflected pressure histories generated by SAGE, experimental data from Zipf
et al. [19] was used to validate incident (side-on) pressure histories generated by SAGE.
Theoretical Methane-Air Detonation Pressures
In a case where the methane-air mixture is in contact with the mine seal, there is
an extreme pressure spike with a short duration at the beginning of the pressure-time
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history known as the von Neumann spike. The von Neumann spike is not what is
traditionally thought of as the peak pressure value for a shock wave travelling through
air, but is an artifact of the pressure measurement coming from within the detonating gas
cloud. Although the pressure spike is high, the duration is very short, so it contributes
little impulse to the blast loading and has little impact on the mine seal response.
After the von Neumann spike, pressure levels are near the Chapman-Jouget
detonation pressure for methane-air detonations. The theoretical Chapman-Jouguet
detonation pressure is about 1,650 kPa (240 psi) [16]. If the shock wave is travelling
toward a rigid surface and impacts it at normal incidence, the Chapman-Jouget pressure
will be reflected and reach a theoretical magnitude of about 4,410 kPa (640 psi) [16]. For
many mine seals a normally-reflected pressure wave is very likely. For example, if the
methane cloud builds up directly behind the seal, the pressure wave the seal must resist
will be normally-reflected. In protective structural design, the design pressure wave is
usually assumed to be normally-reflected unless there is certainty the wave is travelling
parallel to the surface being loaded, in which case the pressures would be considered
incident (side-on).
If the explosion pressures can vent into the atmosphere, the pressure will decrease
over time from the Chapman-Jouget pressure to atmospheric pressure, forming a
traditional triangular pressure pulse. If the explosion container remains constant in
volume and unvented after attenuation of the initial shock pressure from a methane-air
explosion, the ideal gas law dictates that the gas pressure will remain around 827 kPa
(120 psi), called the constant-volume explosion pressure [16]. The 827 kPa (120 psi)
pressure-time curve in the Final Rule [3] appears to be based on the constant-volume
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explosion pressure for methane-air mixtures. However, this design pressure-time curve
ignores the shock pressures at the beginning of the pressure-time history.
Experimental Methane-Air Detonation Pressures
Zipf et al. [19] captured experimental methane-air pressure time histories that give
an indication of what loads a mine seal could be subject to, and were used to validate the
SAGE model. These experiments were specifically designed to characterize pressuretime histories for methane-air detonations over a wide range of methane concentrations.
Additionally, the test set-up was designed to be comparable to a coal mine tunnel,
providing results relevant to the design of coal mine seals.
Figure 5.1 shows measured pressure-time histories from three methane-air
detonation experiments [19]. Each curve is from a test with a different concentration of
methane in air; 10.2 percent, 7.3 percent, and 14.0 percent. The axis of the pressure
measurement gauge was perpendicular to the direction of the explosion propagation, so
the recorded pressures in Figure 5.1 are incident (side-on) explosion pressures. Although
the methane concentration varied for each experiment shown in Figure 5.1, the pressuretime histories are similar. The maximum pressure caused by the von Neumann spike
ranged from to 3,320 kPa to 4,260 kPa (481 psi to 618 psi) for the three curves. After the
von Neumann spike, each of the pressure-time histories began at a pressure around
1,650 kPa (240 psi), which is the theoretical Chapman-Jouget pressure for incident
(side-on) measurements. The test with a concentration of 7.3 percent shows that even
when methane concentrations are at the lower end of the detonable range, the detonation
pressures are still higher than the 827 kPa (120 psi) pressure prescribed by the regulation
design load.
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Figure 5.1

Methane-air detonation pressures from Zipf et al. [19] for methane
concentrations of 10.2, 7.3, and 14.0 percent.

These pressure-time histories are useful for the present analysis because they are
experimental data of actual methane-air detonations, however, they are not normally
reflected and the gases were allowed to vent, so they cannot be used in a worst-case
analysis. The worst case from the three tests shown in Zipf et al. [19] is the test with 14
percent methane concentration, with a maximum pressure of 4,260 kPa (618 psi). The
pressure-time history for the 14 percent test is shown in Figure 5.2. Because there is no
experimental data to validate the normally-reflected pressure histories generated by
SAGE, the 14 percent pressure-time history was used to validate incident (side-on)
pressure histories generated by SAGE.
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Figure 5.2

Methane-air detonation pressures for a 14.0 percent methane concentration
from Zipf et al. [19].

Computational Loads
In support of a gob pile blast attenuation study [18], Britt calculated incident
(side-on) and normally-reflected methane-air detonation pressures computationally using
SAGE. Of particular use to the present analysis was Britt’s computation of pressures
reflecting on a normal surface due to detonation of a stoichiometric mix of methane and
air that completely fills a smooth walled tunnel. This would occur if methane builds up to
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a detonable concentration directly behind a seal. The incident and normally-reflected
pressure and impulse curves generated by Britt are shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3

Comparison of computed normally-reflected and incident (side-on)
pressure and impulse for detonation of stoichiometric methane-air mixture.

The computed pressure-time histories created were validated by comparing them
to the experimental values obtained by Zipf et al. [19]. Since incident (side-on) pressures
were measured in the experimental study, side-on computational pressures were used for
validation. Figure 5.4 shows that the experimental and computational load profiles are
very similar. The arrival times were adjusted to align the curves for easier comparison of
the magnitudes. The most significant difference is that the experimental pressures
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eventually return to zero due to venting, whereas the computational pressures remain
around the constant volume pressure of 827 kPa (120 psi).

Figure 5.4

Comparison of experimental [19] and computational incident (side-on)
pressures.

As expected, the normally-reflected computational pressures are similar to the
incident (side-on) computational pressures and those obtained by Zipf et al. [19], but with
an initial magnitude two to four times greater due to reflection against a normal surface.
Dividing the normally-reflected pressure by the incident (side-on) pressure gives the
reflection factor. The normally reflected and incident (side-on) computational pressures,
along with the reflection factor at each point are shown in Figure 5.5. After a duration of
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about 100 ms the reflection factor is approximately one, indicating no reflection. This
shows that only the initial shock pressures are reflected, as expected.

Figure 5.5

Comparison of normally reflected and incident (side-on) pressures, with the
reflection factor shown, for methane-air detonation pressures obtained
computationally.

Figure 5.6 shows the computed normally-reflected pressure-time curve used to
conduct the worst-case loading analysis. The reflected von Neumann spike has a peak
pressure of about 15,500 kPa (2,250 psi), but it remains high for less than 200 μs.
Although the initial spike appears very large, it only has a small effect on the mine seal
response due its short duration. The computed normally-reflected pressure is not
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permitted to vent, and it also converges to the constant volume explosion pressure of
about 827 kPa (120 psi) after the initial shock pressure attenuates.

Figure 5.6

Normally reflected methane-air detonation pressures used in the worstcase-loading analysis for reinforced concrete mine seals.

As with the experimental loads from Zipf et al. [19], the computational loads
clearly demonstrate concurrence with the theoretical values. For both the experimental
and computational incident (side-on) pressure-time histories shown in Figure 5.4 the
expected 1,650 kPa (240 psi) Chapman-Jouget pressure is clearly present at immediately
after the von Neumann spike. Similarly, for the normally-reflected pressure-time history
in Figure 5.6 the theoretical reflected Chapman-Jouget pressure of 4,410 kPa (640 psi)
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can be clearly seen immediately after the von Neumann spike. As previously mentioned,
the constant volume explosion pressure of 827 kPa (120 psi) theoretically predicted by
the ideal gas law is observed in both the incident (side-on) and normally reflected
computational pressure curves after the initial detonation pressures. The theoretical,
experimental, and computational pressures agree remarkably well, providing confidence
in the accuracy of all three.
Comparing the worst-case load derived computationally to the regulation design
load shows that the impulse from the worst-case load is 56 percent greater over the first
125 ms (Figure 5.7). Any analysis that seeks to predict the safety of a design must use a
reasonable worst-case load. It is very reasonable to expect a constructed mine seal to
experience pressures close to the theoretical maximum from a detonation of a methaneair mixture in contact with the mine seal. The normally-reflected pressures generated
using SAGE are the most realistic worst-case loads available for analyzing mine seal
response to actual methane-air detonations.
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Figure 5.7

Comparison of worst-case loads to regulation design loads.
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ANALYSIS OF MINE SEAL RESPONSE TO WORST-CASE LOADS
SDOF Analysis
The seal structure designs presented in Table 3.2 respond linear elastically when
subjected to the 827 kPa (120 psi) instantaneous rise time pressure-time curve as required
by the Final Rule (2008). To determine their response to the worst-case normallyreflected pressure-time curve shown in Figure 5.6, the Wall Analysis Code (WAC) [8]
was used to calculate the seal displacement.
Wall Analysis Code
WAC is a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) model for the analysis of blastloaded walls as idealized in Figure 6.1. WAC solves the differential equation of motion
for an SDOF system that considers the mass of a structure, the stiffness of the structure,
damping by the structure, and the applied loading on the structure as a function of time.
WAC first calculates the resistance function for the structure, which describes the loaddeformation behavior of a wall given its geometric dimensions, material properties, and
support conditions. The differential equation of motion is then solved by numerical
integration to determine the displacement-time history of the equivalent system at the
centroid of the wall. The method of analysis used by WAC is similar to the method
described in Biggs [22].
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Figure 6.1

SDOF idealization of a blast-loaded wall [8].

WAC has flexural resistance functions for reinforced concrete and masonry walls
that are classified as either one-way or two-way walls and with simple, fixed or free
support conditions. One-way flexural analysis is conservative, but may not be the most
realistic assumption. Mine seals will generally be supported on all four sides, causing
them to respond in two-way bending. The seal is attached along the roof, floor, and ribs,
and can flex in both the rib-to-rib and the roof-to-floor directions. Assuming two-way
flexural response is generally more realistic for practical coal mine seal analysis and
design.
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A simple support condition means that the connection between the structure and
its foundation, i.e., between the seal and the roof, rib, or floor rock, resists displacement
but cannot resist rotation, whereas a fixed support condition resists displacement and
rotation. A free support condition means that the connection can translate laterally and
cannot resist displacement or rotation. The free support condition is generally not
expected in practical coal mine seal analysis and design. All four edges of the seal
perimeter should be attached to the surrounding foundation rock through direct contact
with cohesion and friction, with an excavation (hitch) into the surrounding rock, or with
anchors of some kind. Support conditions are usually neither perfectly simple nor
perfectly fixed, but have some component of each. For most practical coal mine seal
applications, the simple support condition with no rotation resistance is closest to reality
since the foundation rocks can deform and cannot prevent support rotation. Using the
simple support condition in design and analysis is also conservative.
SDOF analysis using WAC for reinforced concrete walls subjected to a blast load
can provide very accurate results. To validate this analysis method, a WAC model of a
reinforced concrete wall was compared to experimental data from an actual blast test
[23]. The test panel measured 162.5 cm by 85.7 cm (64 in. by 33.75 in.), was 10.2 cm
(4 in.) thick, and was reinforced with steel bars on 10.2 cm (4 in.) centers. Figure 6.2
shows the test panel after it was subjected to a blast wave with peak pressure of 345 kPa
(50 psi). Maximum final displacement was about 18 cm (7 in.).
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Figure 6.2

Reinforced concrete panel after explosion test showing final displacement
of approximately 18 cm (7 in.) [23].

The test panel was analyzed with WAC using the test panel dimensions and
reinforcing steel details along with the measured pressure-time history from the
experimental blast. The calculated displacement-time history from WAC and the
measured displacement-time history from the experiment are shown in Figure 6.3. There
was excellent agreement between the experimental result and the SDOF calculation,
especially in the early time. This experiment induced displacement in the test panel that
was far beyond its elastic deflection limit. Well into plastic response, the WAC SDOF
model was within about 20 percent of the observed maximum displacement. This
validation demonstrated that accurate results can be obtained with WAC that is based on
the simplified SDOF method of analysis for reinforced concrete walls.
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Figure 6.3

Comparison of measured displacement-time history from explosion test on
reinforced concrete panel to computed displacement-time history using
WAC, an SDOF method.

The maximum deflection and maximum support rotation shown in Table 6.2 is
the response to the worst-case normally-reflected pressure. In all cases, the maximum
deflection is greater than the elastic deflection limit, indicating that the seal structures
will undergo permanent, plastic deformation. For example, Figure 6.4 shows the
displacement-time response of the 1.8-m by 6-m (6-ft by 20-ft) seal when subjected to the
worst-case pressure-time curve shown in Figure 2.2. The WAC calculation shows that the
71-cm-thick (28-in.-thick) reinforced concrete seal permanently displaced about 6.8 cm
(2.7 in.) at its centerline, causing a support rotation of 4.27 deg.
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Table 6.2

Calculated response of selected reinforced concrete seals that satisfy
regulation requirements when subjected to worst-case normally-reflected
pressure-time curve shown in Figure 5.6.

Opening
Size,
m (ft)

Maximum
Deflection
from WAC,
cm (in.)

Maximum
Support
Rotation, deg

Level of
Protection

1.2×4.9 (4×16)

0.567 (0.223)

0.53

Medium

1.8×6.1 (6×20)

6.83 (2.69)

4.27

Low

2.1×6.1 (7×20)

2.79 (1.10)

1.50

Medium

3.0×4.9 (10×16)

5.00 (1.97)

1.88

Medium

3.7×6.1 (12×20)

8.64 (3.40)

2.70

Low

Figure 6.4

Calculated displacement versus time curve for a 1.8-m by 6-m (6-ft by
20-ft) reinforced concrete mine seal designed to satisfy federal regulations,
when subjected to a worst-case normally-reflected pressure-time curve.
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Reinforced Concrete Mine Seal Response Limits
According to response limits described in UFC 3-340-02 [7], the reinforcing steel
begins to yield when the elastic limit is exceeded (support rotations ranging from about
0.01 to 0.03 deg for the selected seals in this study). At 2 deg of support rotation the
compression concrete will begin to crush. With the use of shear stirrups, as specified for
the designs in this study, an element can withstand up to 6 deg of support rotation before
complete loss of structural integrity occurs. A resistance-deflection curve with the
response limits labeled is shown in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5

Resistance-deflection curve with response limits labeled for reinforced
concrete walls and slabs (after [7]).

Structures whose response remains in the elastic range provide a “high” level of
protection. Structures undergoing support rotation greater than the elastic limit and less
than 2.0 deg provide a “medium” level of protection. Structures with support rotation
between 2 and 6 deg provide a “low” level of protection. With a medium level of
protection, the concrete has cracked some; but it has not begun to crush, and the structure
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is considered repairable. With a low level of protection, the concrete has begun to crush,
and the structure is not considered repairable. Further discussion of response limits for
acceptable level of damage and level of protection are found in UFC 3-340-02 [7], PDCTR 06-08 [24], and the USACE report [9].
The particular structures considered in Table 3.2 provide either a medium or low
level of protection when subjected to the worst-case normally-reflected pressure-time
curve. A low level of protection is considered acceptable for the antiterrorism design of
Department of Defense facilities, as specified in Table B-1 of the report “DoD Minimum
Antiterrorism Standards for Buildings” [25], indicating that a low level of protection
provided by a coal mine seal could be considered acceptable due to the rare and extreme
nature of the loading.
It is important to note that all of the designs failed the elasticity requirement of the
MSHA Final Rule [3] when subjected to a worst-case methane-air detonation. Some of
the seals in this analysis would not survive two consecutive worst-case detonations,
failing the requirement to “withstand repeated, independent overpressures,” [3]. This was
determined by conducting an SDOF analysis using WAC with a fabricated pressure-time
history combining two normally-reflected computational pressure waves. Figure 6.6
shows a pressure-time history that includes two detonation waves, as well as the response
of the 1.8-m by 6.1-m (6-ft by 20-ft) mine seal.
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Figure 6.6

Response of the 1.8-m by 6.1-m (6-ft by 20-ft) seal to two consecutive
detonations.

Rock Bolt Anchor Response to Worst-Case Loading
The load that the rock bolt anchors must resist is the load that must be transferred
from the reinforced concrete seal structure to the surrounding rock. Biggs [22] explains
that reaction forces are a function of the load and the resistance of the structural element.
The methane-air detonation pressures should not be used directly in the analysis of the
foundation because the load transferred to the supports is dependent on the deformed
shape of the structure over time.
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The dynamic reactions for various beam and slab loading and support conditions
are listed in Biggs [22]. For slabs in two-way flexure Biggs provides reaction force
equations for slabs with a height-to-width ratio of 1 to 0.5. For seals with a height-towidth ratio less than 0.5, the reaction force equation for one-way flexure was used.
Assuming one-way flexure means that all of the reaction forces are resisted by the top
and bottom anchors.
The 1.8-m by 6.1-m (6-ft by 20-ft) mine seal has a height-to-width ratio of 0.3.
The equation for one-way flexure with a distributed load was used:

V = 2(0.38 ∙ 𝑅𝑚 + 0.12 ∙ 𝐹)

(6.1)

where
V = total reaction force
Rm = resistance of the structural member as a function of time
F = applied load as a function of time

The worst-case methane-air detonation pressures and the resistance-time output
from the SDOF analysis of mine seal for the 1.8-m by 6.1-m (6-ft by 20-ft) mine seal are
shown in Figure 6.7. During the first 20 ms of the resistance-time output, the seal is
deforming plastically, which is why the resistance-time curve is peaked at the ultimate
resistance (2,410 kPa) of this seal during that time. These two curves were used with
Equation 5 to obtain the reaction loads that were input into the SDOF analysis of the rock
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bolt foundation. The reaction load curve for the 1.8-m by 6.1-m (6-ft by 20-ft) is also
shown in Figure 6.7.

Figure 6.7

Worst-case methane-air detonation load, resistance-time output from SDOF
analysis of the 1.8-m by 6.1-m (6-ft by 20-ft) mine seal, and the reaction
forces used to analyze the rock bolt foundation.

An interesting result of using the resistance output of the mine seal to generate the
load used to analyze the rock bolt foundation is that if the seal deforms plastically, then
increasing the resistance of the mine seal increases the load on the rock bolts. When the
concrete mine seal is weak, damage is done to the seal, but the rock bolts see less load.
When a mine seal has a very high ultimate resistance, less damage is done to the seal, but
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more load is transferred to the rock bolts. This is why in protective structural design the
anchors and connections for structural elements are often designed based on the ultimate
resistance of the connected structural elements, not the design load.
The resistance functions for the rock bolts anchors were generated using the
modified Hawkins equation as described in Chapter IV. Using this method, all of the rock
bolts around the seal perimeter are lumped into one resistance function expressed in
terms of the pressure that the bolts can resist. Table 6.3 summarizes the rock-boltanalysis results from WAC for the range of seal geometries considered previously.

Figure 6.8

Rock-bolt-anchor resistance functions for selected mine seals.
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Table 6.3

Calculated response of rock bolt foundations for selected reinforced
concrete seals that satisfy regulation requirements subjected to worst-case
normally-reflected pressure-time curve shown in Figure 2.2.

Opening
Size,
m (ft)

Number of Rock Bolts
Required by Design

Response to
Worst-Case
Loads

Rock Bolts
Required to
Prevent
Failure

1.2×4.9 (4×16)

120 (3 rows)

Failure

9 rows

1.8×6.1 (6×20)

156 (3 rows)

Failure

9 rows

2.1×6.1 (7×20)

216 (4 rows)

Failure

14 rows

3.0×4.9 (10×16)

260 (5 rows)

Failure

12 rows

3.7×6.1 (12×20)

320 (5 rows)

Failure

13 rows

The rock bolt foundations exceeded the response limit of 51 mm (2 in.) for every
case analyzed. The behavior of the mine seal after failure of the rock bolts is uncertain.
The mine seal itself remains intact. Because the seal does not break up when the supports
are compromised, debris will not be launched into the occupied area of the mine. Due to
the geometry and mass of the seal, it seems unlikely that the entire seal will translate
down the tunnel significantly, but this is not known. Failure of the rock bolts is a
technical term meaning that their ultimate resistance has been exceeded. However, the
seal itself may still succeed in protecting those in the active workings of the mine.
To provide adequate strength to resist the worst-case loading conditions, support
strength needs to be improved. The simplest way to increase support strength is to
increase the number of rock bolts that anchor the mine seal to the surrounding tunnel.
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During the SDOF analysis the number of rows of rock bolts was increased iteratively
until the foundation did not fail. The required number of rock bolts for each of the
selected seals is listed in Table 6.3. Displacement for the 1.8-m by 6.1-m (6-ft by 20-ft)
mine seal rock bolt foundation after increasing the number of rock bolts is shown in
Figure 6.9.
Hitching could be combined with rock bolts to increase the support strength, but
the uncertainties associated with ascertaining and relying on the geotechnical properties
of the mine substrate are inherent in this approach. Another approach could be to
reinforce or alter the interface between the mine seal and the mine tunnel so that the rock
bolts do not yield at such a low load. If the rock and concrete near the interface are not
permitted to crush, the bolt could be forced into shear behavior instead of bending with
two plastic hinges that results in low resistance. Finally, as mentioned previously, if the
ultimate resistance of the seal is decreased, less load is transferred to the supports, which
could increase the effectiveness of whatever anchor solution is used.
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Figure 6.9

Displacement of the rock-bolt foundation for the 1.8-m by 6.1-m (6-ft by
20-ft) mine seal after increasing the number of rock bolts to avoid failure.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Summary
This paper describes a design procedure for coal mine seals that –
1.

Arises from the experience of the Department of Defense protective
structure design community,

2.

Follows recognized design codes and design criteria to ensure effective
coal mine seal performance,

3.

Utilizes construction materials with known and well-understood
properties.

Coal mine seal design is challenging and unique, especially due to the prescribed
pressure-time curves in the Final Rule [3], the “elasticity of design” requirement, and the
variability of seal foundations. When designing a protective structure, such as a coal mine
seal, the structure should not fail suddenly in a catastrophic brittle mode, but should fail
gradually in a ductile mode, if it is loaded beyond its design capacity. The seal foundation
must provide sufficient anchorage capacity to resist the forces developed from the design
pressure-time curve. Rock bolt anchors are the recommended foundation for a seal
because their anchorage capacity is reliable and well understood.
A three-step design procedure was used for coal mine seals consisting of
(1) design inputs where the design pressure-time curve, material properties, and seal
geometry were specified, (2) foundation design where shear forces around the seal
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perimeter and the required seal anchorage were determined, and (3) seal structure design
where the seal thickness and internal seal reinforcement were determined.
The design loads in the Final Rule on the sealing of abandoned areas [3] are
highly idealized. In some cases actual methane-air detonations could produce loads in
excess of the design loads specified in the federal regulations. Theoretical, experimental,
and computationally derived methane-air detonation pressures are in agreement and
indicate that detonation pressures at the beginning of the pressure-time history could
exceed the design loads. Worst-case methane-air detonation loads were generated using
the SAGE program for use in analysis of mine seals.
SDOF modeling was conducted using the WAC program to analyze reinforced
concrete seals designed to meet regulation requirements when subjected to worst-case
loading. Mine seals in this study that were designed to resist the 827 kPa (120 psi)
instantaneous-rise-time pressure-time curve while remaining linear elastic, as required by
mine seal regulations [3], survived worst-case methane-air detonation pressures, but did
undergo plastic deformations. Some of the seals could not withstand a second worst-case
methane air detonation.
Because the worst-case loading is greater than the regulation loads, seals with
brittle failure modes might not withstand a worst-case detonation, even if they are
designed to satisfy regulations, because once their elastic capacity is gone the seal does
not have excess ductile capacity. Reinforced concrete seal designs considered in this
analysis, which meet the requirements of mine seal regulations and are similar to those
used in practice, will likely survive a worst-case methane-air detonation. The analysis
shows that the seal designs experience permanent, inelastic deformation; however, the
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seal structures survive and remain serviceable as protective structures when subjected to
the worst-case loading. This finding can be considered “good news” for coal mine seals
similar in design to those analyzed in this study.
Rock bolt anchors are the recommended method for anchoring a coal mine seal to
the surrounding rock. Unlike hitches into the stone and coal around the seal, the
anchorage capacity of rock bolt anchors are well-understood, and a seal foundation using
rock bolt anchors can be engineered and tested in-situ for adequacy. Using rock bolts
eliminates the uncertainty in other types of seal foundations that rely on the strength and
condition of the surrounding coal and rock.
The dynamic response of the rock bolt supports to worst-case loading was
analyzed as a SDOF model in WAC. The rock bolts failed in this analysis, although the
hazard posed by failure of the supports is unknown. The number of bolts required to
resist reaction forces for the worst-case methane-air detonation load was determined
using an iterative approach in the SDOF model. The number of bolts required was very
large, but perhaps further research could improve this analysis.
Although rock bolts are the easiest anchor to design, they might not have enough
capacity to provide resistance to the worst-case loading. Designers need to carefully
consider anchor design in order to avoid a catastrophic failure mode. A best practice is to
design the anchors to withstand the ultimate resistance of the structural member they are
attached to. That way the structure will experience a ductile failure mode no matter how
great the loading. Although hitching is dependent on the highly variable properties and
condition of rock within the coal mine, a combination of rock bolts and hitching may be
required to provide the desired level of strength and certainty.
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Conclusions





Worst-case methane-air detonation loading is more severe than the federal
regulation design load, with 56 percent greater impulse over the first 125 ms.
Reinforced concrete mine seals in this study that were designed to respond
elastically to federal regulation loads survived worst-case methane-air detonation
loads, but experienced plastic deformation, including support rotations up to 4.27
deg.
In order to survive worst-case methane air detonations, mine seals similar to those
in this study need to be designed with sufficient ductility in the plastic regime,
even though federal regulations only mandate an elastic response to the design
loads.
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